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Background

• Coherent sets are areas of the flow which are
closed or nearly closed from the rest of the fluid
(e.g. ocean garbage patches, Jupiter’s red spot)

• Our goal is to identify such set; this is useful for
other areas of research as well (e.g. climatology,
pollution)

Figure: Coherent sets in the ocean’s flow “capture” the
microscopic debris.

Transfer operators

Consider a non-linear transformation T : X → X acting
on a space X . For example, a fluid flow.
Even if the flow is chaotic, there could be regions that
mix very slowly. One method to identify regions that are
changing slowly is to look at eigenvectors for the trans-
fer operator.
The (Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius) transfer operator
measures how “mass” is moved around by the dynamics.

• the transfer operator P : V → V is a linear map on
the infinite-dimensional vector space of densities on
X

• P can be approximated by finite dimensional
matrices, Pn : Rn→ Rn, that each describe a finite
Markov Chain

• the leading left eigenvector of Pn approximates the
measure that is invariant under the transformation T
(it corresponds to the eigenvalue 1)

• the successive left eigenvalues of Pn give states that
change slowly

• to compute the finite dimensional approximations Pn,
divide X into n regions, estimate what fraction of a
given region is mapped into another
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Figure: Estimating what fraction of Bi is mapped to Cj; image
from [5].

Example: flow around an obstacle

Consider the flow through a channel around a
circular obstacle:

Figure: Color describes velocity: orange=low, blue=high

• fluid enters on the left with constant
velocity, and exits on the right with
roughly the same velocity

• the flow data was obtained by solving with
FreeFem++ [2] the Navier-Stokes
equations

• we divided the rectangle into 45× 45
smaller rectangles, and computed the
corresponding finite dimensional
approximation of the transfer operator

The invariant measure, the
leading eigenvectors

Figure: The 1st left eigenvector, which gives the density
of the invariant measure; eigenvalue = 1

Figure: The second left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.999986803473950

Figure: The third left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.999973459928982

Figure: The fourth left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.999733148162806

Figure: The 5th left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.998988071036214

Figure: The 6th left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.998988071036214

Figure: The 7th left eigenvector; eigenvalue =
0.998534213223006

Methodology

• Obtain the velocity field associated with a 2D flow
• Divide the area of interest into blocks, and choose random

starting points in each block
• Integrate numerically to obtain the future positions of

these points, and thus the blocks where their trajectory
lands

• From these movements that approximate the flow,
generate a row-stochastic matrix

• Compute the stationary patterns (eigenvectors with
eigenvalues close to 1)

Results

• We were able to mathematically detect the presence of
coherent sets in our simulated flow data using techniques
introduced by David Ruelle [6], Michael Dellnitz and
Oliver Junge [3], and Gary Froyland [4].

Conclusion

• We wanted to be able to show the existence of coherent
sets mathematically and we were able to do so in our
simulated data

• These methods are useful to those wishing to model
real-world 2D flows

• Future topics of research include the study of the
persistence of “near-non-mixing” flows and the factors
which contribute to the occurrence of such flows in the
natural world
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